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Objective: To provide a reference to rheumatologists and to those involved in the treatment of RA who are using, or about to use biologic therapy.

Methods: Recommendations were developed following a nominal group methodology and based on systematic reviews. The level of evidence and grade of recommendation were classified according to the model proposed by the Center for Evidence Based Medicine at Oxford. The level of agreement was established through Delphi technique.

Results: We have produced recommendations on the use of the seven biologic agents available for RA in our country. The objective of treatment is to achieve the remission of the disease as quickly as possible. Indications and nuances regarding the use of biologic therapy were reviewed as well as the evaluation that should be performed prior to administration and the follow up of patients undergoing this therapy.

Conclusions: We present an update on the SER recommendations for the use of biologic therapy in patients with RA.
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**Introduction**

Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) is a disease characterized by chronic inflammation of the joints, affecting 0.5% of the adult population in Spain.\(^1\) In most of the cases, its course is progressive and leads to irreversible joint damage, which in turn causes patient disability, a reduction in the quality of life and premature mortality. However, the past few years have shown advances of great impact in the treatment of the disease, which contributes to the modification of this somber analysis.

The treatment of RA is directed toward controlling inflammatory activity, avoiding progression of the joint structural lesion and preventing patient disability. Although non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs provide symptomatic relief, their efficacy is marginal at best and treatment is based on the use of the so-called disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARD). These are the only agents proven, though controlled trials, to act against the different manifestations of RA. There are two groups of drugs that reunite these characteristics: traditional DMARD and biologic therapy. The first are a group of small synthetic molecules, with an occasionally poorly defined mechanism of action or with a therapeutic target that is not precisely that which is involved in the pathogenic immune response process. In this document, the term DMARD specifically refers to this type of medication.

Biological therapies are, according to the European Drug Agency (EDA), products used for the treatment of diseases elaborated from cultured cells in cell banks. With the exception of microbial metabolites such as, for example, antibiotics, carbohydrates and other low molecular weight compounds. These therapies have been designed in a manner that acts specifically against a therapeutic target considered as important for a disease pathogenic process.

One of the greater advances produced in the past years regarding RA is the modification of the therapeutic strategy. The two key elements in this change are the early use of DMARD and establishing a concrete therapeutic objective, such as achieving remission or a low degree of disease activity.\(^2\)-\(^4\) This has been proven to have as much importance as the drugs employed in order to achieve it.\(^5\)

The application of these new strategies, along with the availability of an ever-greater number of biologic agents, has sensibly improved our capacity to induce remission in many patients with RA and to significantly modify its progression in others. However, it must be taken into account that even the new biologic agents do not achieve a necessary response in 40%-50% of patients, and they tend to lose efficacy with time.\(^6\) This makes it essential to have them all in a therapeutic arsenal for this disease.

The high cost of these drugs and the still scarce information on their long-term safety forces their rational use. Therefore it is advisable to integrate their use within an integral therapeutic strategy for the disease.

The present Consensus Document of the Spanish Society of Rheumatology (SER) is an update on the last document published in 2006. Its recommendations are centered on the treatment of RA with biologic agents in adults. The intention of these recommendations is not to serve as a treatment protocol but to improve assistance care and help in therapeutic decision making processes. This document should also serve as reference both to rheumatologists as well as all those, be it from some other position, involved in the treatment of RA.

**Methods**

To carry out this consensus, we used a modification of the RAND/ UCLA\(^7\) methodology. Nominal groups were created and Delphi surveys were carried out, as well as systematic reviews of controversial recommendations.

A panel of experts on RA was created based on the following criteria: 1) that they had published articles on RA, and 2) that the articles were published in MEDLINE, Reumatología Clínica or Revista Española de Reumatología. The members of the panel received a dossier with the previous consensus, GUIPCAR and all of the new clinical trials published from January 2006 until November 2008 with the GUIPCAR search strategy for clinical RA trials.

Two meetings of the nominal group were carried out and moderated by members of the research unit of the Spanish Society of Rheumatology. In the first meeting, proposals of modification of the 2006\(^8\) updated document were elaborated and discussed, and a Delphi survey based on this modifications was applied. With the results of the Delphi survey, the most controversial recommendations, and those of greater interest for the consensus were decided upon. From this point, members of the panel carried out questions that could be answered through a systematic review. In the second meeting, results of the systematic review were presented, all of the modifications were discussed again and consensus recommendations were generated. Lastly, the degree of agreement of the recommendations was evaluated and the definite document was written.

The degree of agreement was defined as the percentage of consensus between panelists obtained by voting on each recommendation through an anonymous survey. The degree of evidence and recommendation were classified according to the Center for Evidence Based Medicine de Oxford model.\(^9\)

**Prior considerations**

*Doses and guidelines recommended for the most relevant DMARD*

Although all of the DMARD have shown to be effective to a greater or lesser degree in controlled studies, the panel considers, as the most relevant DMARD, taking into account their speed of action, clinical efficacy, influence on the progression of radiological lesions and tolerance, methotrexato (MTX) and leflunomide (see GUIPCAR\(^8\)). Doses and guidelines for the use of these two drugs as recommended by the panel appear summarized in Table 1, along with the main contraindications and adverse effects.

This opinion does not exclude the use of other DMARD such as sulphasalazine, antimalarials (chloroquine and hydroxchloroquine), cyclosporine, aurothiomalate sodium or azathioprine, but their use is not to be considered as necessary before installing biologic therapy.
Table 1
Main disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARD) according to the drug insert unless otherwise specified

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active ingredient</th>
<th>Dose and form of administration</th>
<th>Indications</th>
<th>Contraindications</th>
<th>Adverse events*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leflunomide</td>
<td>– Dose: 10-20 mg</td>
<td>– Active RA</td>
<td>– Allergy to active ingredient or vehicle</td>
<td>– Very frequent: not mentioned in insert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Via: orally</td>
<td></td>
<td>– Liver failure, severe infection, severe immunodeficiency, important cytopenia, moderate/severe renal failure, severe hypoproteinemia</td>
<td>– Frequent: leukopenia, nausea, diarrhea, oral ulcers, tenosynovitis, ↑ transaminases, ↑ creatinphosphokynase, headache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Frequent: daily, Start with 100 mg/day for 3 days, or start directly without loading dose</td>
<td></td>
<td>– Pregnancy and lactation</td>
<td>– Infrequent: rash, anxiety, anemia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Methotrexate      | – Dose: 7.5-25 mg               | – Active RA | – Allergy to the active ingredient or vehicle | – Rare: sepsis, neoplasia, renal failure, lung fibrosis |
|                   | – Via: orally or parenteral     |             | – Chronic liver disease, alcoholism, liver failure, severe renal failure, blood abnormalities, immunodeficiency | – Very frequent: stomatitis, nausea, ↑ transaminases |
|                   | – Frequency: weekly, Start at 7.5-10 mg/week for 4 weeks and ↑ 2.5-5 mg every 2-6 weeks |             | – Pregnancy and lactation | – Frequent: oral ulcers, headache, anemia, leucocytopenia, thrombocytopenia, pneumonitis |
|                   | – Adjust dose if renal failure present |             | – Infrequent: lymphoma, ↑ rheumatic nodules, cirrhosis, liver fibrosis | – Infrequent: ↑ rheumatic nodules, cirrhosis, liver fibrosis |
|                   | – If oral route is ineffective, administer folic acid 5-10 mg/week |             | – Rare: leucocytopenia, thrombocytopenia, severe hypoproteinemia | – Infrequent: lymphoma, ↑ rheumatic nodules, cirrhosis, liver fibrosis |

RA: rheumatoid arthritis.
Data obtained from Vademecum, GUIPCAR, EMEA, MSC and Cochrane library.
* Adverse events: very frequent (at least once every 10 patients); frequent (once every 100 patients); infrequent (at least once every 1,000 and less than once every 100); rare (at least once every 10,000 and less than once every 1,000 patients).

Doses and guidelines recommended for these drugs can be consulted in GUIPCAR.21

Available agents in biologic therapy

We currently have seven biological agents available for the treatment of RA: three against tumor necrosis factor (anti-TNF)—a fusion protein with the soluble receptor etanercept (ETN) and two monoclonal antibodies, infliximab (IFX) and adalimumab (ADA)—, an interleukin inhibitor (IL) 1—anakinra—, a monoclonal antibody against B lymphocytes—rituximab (RTX)—, a modulating fusion protein for T cell activation—abatacept (ABA)—, and a monoclonal antibody vs. the IL-6 receptor—tocilizumab (TCZ). Table 2 summarizes the main characteristics of these agents. The three anti-TNFs, anakinra and TCZ are approved in Spain as a first-line biologic in patients with DMARD failure, while RTX and ABA are approved for patients after failing to anti-TNF.

In controlled studies of RA patients and an insufficient response to DMARD, mainly MTX, the three anti-TNFs, especially when combined with MTX, are superior to this drug employed as monotherapy, both from the clinical activity and radiological progression standpoint.12-14 In addition, controlled studies in patients with early RA have shown that its treatment with any anti-TNF, especially if combined with MTX, is capable of inducing remission in a sizable proportion of patients, as well as avoiding the development of radiological lesions or stopping its progression to a greater degree than MTX alone.15-17 There is no data that confirms the superiority of one anti-TNF over another, making the concrete decision on which one to use dependent on the physician’s criteria and each patient’s particular circumstances. However, attention must be called upon their particular structure, antigenicity and mechanism of action, making the lack of response to one not necessarily a factor in the response to any other. In this sense, there is data that suggests that patients that have not responded to an anti-TNF may satisfactorily respond to another.21 Therefore, the panel considers that the three anti-TNFs are necessary and not interchangeable. Although ADA and ETN can be employed as monotherapy, controlled, double blind studies with these two drugs indicate that they are more effective when administered along with MTX at an adequate dose (15-20 mg weekly).15,17,19 Therefore, when administering anti-TNF, combination with MTX is currently the most appropriate way, unless the patient has presented toxicity or intolerance related to the latter drug. There are no controlled studies that demonstrate that the combination with a DMARD different from MTX and anti-TNF improves their efficacy. However, it is frequent practice that, in patients with intolerance to MTX, anti-TNF is combined with a different DMARD, especially leflunomide.20 Curiously, in a controlled study, combined treatment with sulphasalazine and ETN was not more effective than monotherapy with ETN after 6 months,21 but after 2 years there were differences in favor of the combination, at least regarding the DAS.22

Another available agent, anakinra, a human recombinant form of the IL-1 receptor antagonist, has shown efficacy vs. placebo, both in symptom improvement of RA as for radiological progression.23 Although it has never been compared in controlled studies with other biologics, there is a generalized perception that their efficacy is inferior to that of anti-TNFs. On the other hand, it is interesting to point out that Still’s disease, both in children and adults, in which sometimes response to DMARD or anti-TNF is unsatisfactory, uncontrolled observations indicate good, or even excellent response with anakinra.24,25

RTX is a chimerical monoclonal antibody directed specifically against CD20, a molecule that is expressed selectively on the surface of B cells; this drug produces selective and prolonged depletion of this type of lymphocyte. This agent has shown efficacy both in patients that have failed to respond to DMARD26 (although it has not been approved as a first line biologic agent) as in patients with an insufficient response to anti-TNF.27 In this sense, RTX is currently the only biologic with a demonstrated impact on structural damage in patients with an incomplete response to anti-TNF.28 It has recently been shown that in early RA patients, RTX in combination with MTX is superior to MTX as monotherapy.29 However, such an indication is not approved in Europe.

ABA is a fusion protein constituted by the CTLA4 receptor fused with a human IgG, inhibiting the binding of B7 with CD80 and therefore interfering with the so called second signal necessary for T cell activation. In controlled studies with this agent it has shown, in patients with an incomplete response to MTX, that the combination with ABA is superior from a clinical and radiological standpoint to
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active ingredient</th>
<th>Dose and administration</th>
<th>Indications</th>
<th>Contraindications</th>
<th>Adverse events*</th>
<th>Commercial name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abatacept</strong></td>
<td>– Dose (according to body weight):&lt;br&gt; 60-100 kg: 750 mg&lt;br&gt; 600 kg: 1000 mg&lt;br&gt; – Via: iv perfusion for 30 min&lt;br&gt; – Frequency: after first dose, other at 2 and 4 weeks. Then one every 4 weeks</td>
<td>– Moderate to severe RA after inadequate response or intolerance to DMARD among them at least one anti-TNFα&lt;br&gt; – Not recommended to be associated with anti-TNFα&lt;br&gt; – Not enough evidence to recommend concomitant infection with anakinra, rituximab or tocilizumab</td>
<td>– Allergy to the main ingredient or vehicle&lt;br&gt; – Severe and uncontrolled infections</td>
<td>– Very frequent: headache&lt;br&gt; – Frequent: nausea, herpes, respiratory/urinary infection&lt;br&gt; – Less frequent: skin cancer, cytopenia, psoriasis&lt;br&gt; – Rare: septicemia</td>
<td>ORENCIA®, vial 250 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adalimumab</strong></td>
<td>– Dose: 40 mg&lt;br&gt; – Via: subcutaneous&lt;br&gt; – Frequency: every 2 weeks. Can be administered once a week if there is no response to standard dose</td>
<td>– Active moderate or severe RA in combination with MTX (except when contraindicated) after an inadequate response or intolerance to other DMARD, including MTX&lt;br&gt; – Severe, progressive active RA with no prior MTX use&lt;br&gt; – Association with etanercept, anakinra or abatacept not recommended&lt;br&gt; – Not enough evidence to recommend joint administration with rituximab, tocilizumab</td>
<td>– Allergy to the active ingredient or vehicle&lt;br&gt; – Active TB, severe infection&lt;br&gt; – Moderate to severe heart failure (NYHA class III/IV)</td>
<td>– Very frequent: injection site reaction (pain, erythema)&lt;br&gt; – Frequent: headache, respiratory/urinary infection, herpes, diarrhea&lt;br&gt; – Infrequent: SLE, arhythmia, TB, sepsis, cytopenia&lt;br&gt; – Rare: heart failure, multiple sclerosis, lymphoma, and solid malignant tumor</td>
<td>HUMIRA®, syringe/pen 40 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anakinra</strong></td>
<td>– Dose: 100 mg&lt;br&gt; – Via: subcutaneous&lt;br&gt; – Frequency: daily. Attempt to administer at the same hour</td>
<td>– RA in combination with MTX in patients who have not responded to MTX alone&lt;br&gt; – RA in patients who have responded to MTX alone and severe kidney failure (Crcl &lt; 30 ml/min)</td>
<td>– Allergy to the main ingredient, vehicle or proteins from E. Coli&lt;br&gt; – Severe renal failure (Crcl &lt; 30 ml/min)</td>
<td>– Very frequent: injection site reaction, headache&lt;br&gt; – Frequent: neutropenia, severe infection</td>
<td>KINERET®, 100 mg syringe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Etanercept</strong></td>
<td>– Dose: 25 or 50 mg&lt;br&gt; – Route: subcutaneous&lt;br&gt; – Frequency: 25 mg two times per week (range 72-96 h), 50 mg once a week</td>
<td>– Moderate to severe active RA combined with MTX (unless contraindicated) after an inadequate response or intolerance of other DMARDs including MTX&lt;br&gt; – AR severe, active, progressive no previous use of MTX&lt;br&gt; – Not recommended to associate with anakinra or abatacept&lt;br&gt; – There is insufficient evidence to recommend administration of rituximab, tocilizumab</td>
<td>– Allergy to active ingredient or excipients&lt;br&gt; – Sepsis or risk of sepsis&lt;br&gt; – Active infections</td>
<td>– Very common reaction site injection, respiratory infection, urinary, skin&lt;br&gt; – Frequent: allergy, autoantibodies&lt;br&gt; – Uncommon: severe infections, thrombocytopenia, psoriasis&lt;br&gt; – Rare: pancytopenia, TBC, LES</td>
<td>ENBREL®, syringe 25 and 50 mg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Infliximab
- **Dose (by weight):** 3 mg/kg  
- **Route:** IV infusion for 2 hours  
- **Frequency:** after first dose, another at 2 and 6 weeks. After one every 8 weeks. The dose may be increased to 7.5 mg/kg/8 weeks or may shorten the interval to 4-6 weeks if there is inefficiency or recurrence  
- **Moderate to severe active RA** in combination with methotrexate (unless contraindicated) after an inadequate response or intolerance to other DMARDs including MTX  
- **Active TB, severe infections**  
- **Allergy to active substance, Excipients or other murine proteins**  
- **Very common:** infusional REMICADE®  
- **Frequent:** headache, respiratory infection, herpes, diarrhea  
- **Uncommon:** SLE, tuberculosis, sepsis, cytopenia  
- **Rare:** KC, multiple sclerosis, lymphoma  
- **Excipients or other murine reaction**  
- **Very common:** infusional REMICADE®  
- **Frequent:** headache, respiratory infection, herpes, diarrhea  
- **Uncommon:** SLE, tuberculosis, sepsis, cytopenia  
- **Rare:** KC, multiple sclerosis, lymphoma  
- **Combination with methotrexate**  

### Rituximab
- **Dose:** 1,000 mg  
- **Route:** IV infusion. It is recommended to administer 100 mg iv methylprednisolone (or equivalent) 30 min before  
- **Frequency:** another infusion at 2 weeks. Cycle can be repeated at 6-12 months  
- **Severe active RA** in combination with methotrexate (unless contraindicated) after an inadequate response or intolerance to DMARDs including one or more anti-TNF α  
- **Allergy to active ingredient or excipients**  
- **Very common:** mild infusional reaction, upper respiratory infection  
- **Frequent:** urinary tract infection, high cholesterol, migraine, paresthesia  
- **Uncommon:** severe infusion reactions, serious infections  
- **Rare:** severe cardiac disease  
- **DMARD, disease-modifying drug; IV, intravenous; MTX, methotrexate; NYHA, New York Heart Association; RA, rheumatoid arthritis, SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; TBC, tuberculosis; TNF, tumor necrosis factor. The data in this table were obtained from the data sheet of the Spanish Agency of Medicines.**

### Tocilizumab
- **Dose (by weight):** 8 mg/kg (not less than 480 mg). Dose adjustment if there is alteration of liver enzymes or low absolute neutrophil count or platelets  
- **Route:** IV infusion  
- **Frequency:** every 4 weeks  
- **AR active moderate to severe in combination with methotrexate (unless contraindicated) after inadequate response or intolerance to DMARDs or anti-TNF α**  
- **There is insufficient evidence to recommend administration with anti-TNF α, abatacept, tocilizumab**  
- **Allergy to top active or excipients**  
- **Very common:** upper respiratory infection  
- **Frequent:** cholesterol, herpes, elevated transaminases, hypertension, neutropenia  
- **Uncommon:** hypertriglyceridemia, elevated total bilirubin  

- **DMARD, disease-modifying drug; IV, intravenous; MTX, methotrexate; NYHA, New York Heart Association; RA, rheumatoid arthritis, SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; TBC, tuberculosis; TNF, tumor necrosis factor. The data in this table were obtained from the data sheet of the Spanish Agency of Medicines.**

---

DMARD, disease-modifying drug; IV, intravenous; MTX, methotrexate; NYHA, New York Heart Association; RA, rheumatoid arthritis, SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; TBC, tuberculosis; TNF, tumor necrosis factor. The data in this table were obtained from the data sheet of the Spanish Agency of Medicines.

* Adverse events: very common (at least 1 in 10 patients), frequent (at least 1 in 100) rare (at least 1 in 1,000 and less than 1 in 100) rare (at least 1 of 10,000 and less than 1 in 1,000 patients).
monotherapy with MTX (however, ABA is not approved as first line therapy in Europe). In patients with incomplete response to anti-TNF, ABA combined with MTX has been shown to be clinically superior to MTX monotherapy.

TCZ, a humanized monoclonal antibody vs. the IL-6 receptor is the latest biologic agent available in Spain for the treatment of RA. A wide program of studies in phases II and III have shown the usefulness of this drug in different profiles of patients with RSA. In fact, TCZ has shown efficacy in patients unresponsive to DMARD, as well as in patients who had not yet received MTX or in those that had responded inadequately to anti-TNF. TCZ is the only biologic agent that has proven superior to MTX as monotherapy. This has been proven both for clinical manifestations as well as in the delay of the progression of radiological damage.

Clinical, functional and radiological evaluation of rheumatoid arthritis

In the standardized evaluation of RA it is recommended that the following measures be used (evidence level [EL] 1b; degree of recommendation [DR] A; degree of agreement [GA] 86.1%):

Activity:
- Number of painful (NPJ) and swollen joints (NSJ).
- Global disease assessment by the patient and the physician (scale of 0 to 100).
- Acute phase reactants (ESR, CRP).

Structural damage: any radiological evaluation that includes the hands and feet, yearly for the first 3-4 years of the disease or when starting treatment with biologic agents.

Function: HAQ or other questionnaires, at least once a year.

The systematic gathering of recommended variables allows for the calculation of the different indexes that have been validated to perform an objective estimate of disease activity: DAS, DAS28, SDAI, CDAL, CRP values are not normalized and in some cases can lead to excessive high SDAI scores.

Although any of the validated indices can be used to monitor the activity of RA, experts consider that the joint counts necessary to calculate the classic DAS are to extensive to be carried out in daily clinical practice. On the other hand, having a cutoff for DAS28 and SDAI allows for a more objective vision than that of an isolated evaluation of its components. Therefore it is considered that DAS28 and SDAI are the ideal indices to evaluate the therapeutic objective, although the use of other validated indices is not discouraged.

Therapeutic objective in rheumatoid arthritis

The panel considers that currently the idea of curing RA is a utopia and the objective of treatment should be achieving disease remission. Although this concept is well known to rheumatologists, the objective description of this state of remission is controversial. Most of the proposed definitions of remission are based on clinical parameters, but in the past few years ecography and magnetic resonance have manifested that patients who clinically could be classified as in remission presented synovitis evident with these imaging techniques. However, due to the small amount of evidence that reflects the impact of these findings and the lack of standardization and generalization of these resources, the panel opted for a clinical definition of remission.

Remission is defined as reaching any of the limits established for each one of the compared disease activity indexes such as DAS28<2.6 or SDAI<5 (LE, 1b; DR, A; DA, 83.1%).

The fact that the cutoff point employed in order to define remission through DAS28 is a mere mathematical transformation of the estimate of the original DAS is an inconvenience that must be taken into account. This has led other authors to propose different remission cutoffs for the DAS28 than those suggested by Nijmegen, which waver between 3.5 and 2.4. In the case of SDAI, different cutoffs have also been suggested, oscillating between 3.3 and 5.

The therapeutic objective is to achieve remission of the disease, or instead, a low degree of disease activity, quantitatively defined through contrasting the cutoffs of activity, such as DAS28<3.2 or SDAI<11. The therapeutic objective is not considered as reached if, in spite of a low degree of activity there is persistent inflammation, unresolved with local therapeutic measures, in important joints for the patient or significant progression of radiological lesions (LE, 1b; DR, A; DA, 93.1%).

Some practical considerations must be taken into account when applying disease activity indexes to individual patients: 1) women and patients with a longer time since onset of disease have greater values of DAS28 due to greater ESR; 2) other variables such as TJC or the global evaluation of disease can also bias the result of DAS28and SDAI, particularly the former, where painful joints are weighed much higher than swollen ones, and 3) in the case of SDAI, CRP values are not normalized and in some cases can lead to excessively high SDAI scores.

Therefore, the panel considers that, in patients who have reached these generic improvement parameters but persist with inflammation in some important joint, or significant progression is detected on x-rays, the therapeutic objective would not have been reached and a change in treatment would be indicated.

Considerations on the initial treatment of rheumatoid arthritis

There is evidence that intensive and early treatment of RA improves its progression, making it necessary to start DMARD treatment as soon as possible (LE, 2b; DR, B; DA, 96.2%).

Evidence suggests that early and energetic therapy lead to better results. In fact, the response and evolution of disease after treatment, started at 3 months, is much higher than that obtained when this is delayed to 12 months. Therefore, the need for installing DMARD treatment as soon as the diagnosis of RA has been reached is well established. The greatest objection to early DMARD treatment is the possibility of treating a patient with transient polyarthritis as RA; but in any case, polyarthritis lasting more than 12 or 14 weeks has a high probability of persisting. Therefore, even when the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria for RA are not met, faced with a high probability of being faced with early onset RA, the panel considers that treatment with DMARD should be started in these patients.

Treatment of RA (NSAID and/or steroids and DMARD) in its initial phase needs frequent adjustment, making it necessary to monitor the patient frequently. The objective is to: 1) reach the therapeutic
objective as soon as possible, and 2) rapidly identifies cases resistant to initial treatment.

Initial treatment must include one of the relevant DMARD, of which MTX is a good example. MTX has to be administered in rapid increments until a dose of 15-20 or even 25 mg a week is reached in 8 weeks if there is no good clinical response. There is evidence that strict monitoring in the initial phase of RA is capable of inducing remission in an elevated percentage of patients\(^4\); all of this leads to less disability in the medium and long terms and, therefore, to a reduction in the severe consequences of this process.

In patients with an insufficient response or intolerance to MTX, leflunomide is an alternative. The use of sulphasalazine in Spain has traditionally been low.\(^5\) It is very likely that this is due in part to the fact that the Spanish formulation lacks enteric protection and is poorly tolerated.

Establishing RA clinics is recommended (LE, 5; DR, D; DA, 83.1%).

In order to optimize therapeutic results, the panel considers especially important that patients with RA have the possibility of quick access to specialized treatment (early RA units). Response to treatment must be evaluated rigorously and periodically, with standardized procedures.

**Indications of biologic therapy**

The choice of biologic is an obligation of the patients' attending physician. The biologic to be administered must be chosen in function of: 1) the indication according to the insert; 2) the clinical situation and general conditions of the patient, and 3) the clinical experience of the prescribing physician. The decision should never be made with economic reasons in mind or by persons that lack clinical experience or direct responsibility in the treatment of the patient.

**Treatment after DMARD failure**

Patients who have received treatment with at least one relevant DMARD and have not reached the therapeutic objective must be considered candidates for biologic therapy (LE, 1b; DR, A; DA, 95.3%).

Before employing biologic therapy, a patient with RA must have received treatment with at least one DMARD, preferably MTX or LFN, in monotherapy or in combination and at an adequate dose. Only in exceptional cases should biologic therapy be considered as initial treatment (LE, 1b; DR, A; DA, 95.3%).

Drugs that, according to their insert, are indicated as first line therapy are the three anti-TNF (ADA, ETN and IFX) and TCZ, but evidence is insufficient to recommend specific therapy.

In the particular case of patients in which RA has entered remission with a specific DMARD and then presented reactivation after suspending the drug, a new DMARD treatment cycle with the drug that induced remission should be considered before considering biologic therapy.

Determined comorbidities, such as chronic liver disease, infection with hepatitis C virus, can lead to the consideration of biologics before trying treatment with DMARD.

**Biologic therapy from the onset**

Given the evidence available that TNF\(_{\alpha}\) or IL-6 inhibitors induce rapid suppression of inflammation and have greater efficacy than DMARD in avoiding structural damage, the panel considers that evaluating the possibility of starting treatment with an anti-TNF (IFX, ETN, ADA) or TCZ, in combination with MTX or as monotherapy in case the first is counter-indicated, in patients with RA of at least one year since onset and who present an especially severe progression, is justified.\(^6\),\(^7\),\(^8\),\(^9\),\(^10\),\(^16\)-\(^19\)

**Evaluating response and modifications to treatment in patients with anti-TNF**

Therapeutic response to the first biologic must be evaluated at 3-4 months of starting treatment. If the objective has been reached, periodic examinations must be carried out every 3-6 months. If the objective has not been reached or the patient stops responding, the panel recommends making a new therapeutic decision (LE, 1b; DR, A; DA, 90.7%).

In this sense, only three biologic agents from those currently available have shown their efficacy after failing to respond to anti-TNF: ABA, RTX and TCZ,\(^2\),\(^7\),\(^28\),\(^31\),\(^35\),\(^60\)-\(^62\) through randomized, double blind, placebo controlled trials. Recently, data with another anti-TNF (golimumab), not yet commercialized, has been published, which also shows an efficacy similar to the abovementioned agents.\(^63\)

However, the global experience that is being collected with biologic agents and the results of other studies confirm that any therapeutic alternative used in patients with failure to a previous biologic may result effective.

Among the alternatives to biologics we can find:

1. If the anti-TNF is being employed as monotherapy, the possibility of adding MTX, with a rapid dose increase to the treatment must be evaluated before switching to another biologic.
2. If the anti-TNF is being used in combination with MTX and therapeutic response is not achieved, the following options might be considered, in no particular order of preference (DA 87.6%):

   - If the patient is being treated with IFX, the dose may be increased or the administration interval may be shortened (LE, 4; DR, C).\(^44\) After the editorial review of this document, a clinical trial was published (LE, 2b) which did not back the dose increase of IFX from 3 to 5 mg/kg in patients who had not responded to the commonly used doses.\(^45\) It is only one, well-performed study that uses a maximum dose below those approved. No other evidence suggesting shortening dose intervals has appeared.
   - Switch to another anti-TNF, independently of it being a monoclonal antibody or a soluble receptor. Numerous observational studies have repeatedly shown that achieving a significant clinical response with a third anti-TNF is highly unlikely (LE, 2b; DR, B).\(^66\),\(^67\)
   - Change the therapeutic target (RTX, ABA, TCZ) (LE, 2b; DR, B).\(^27\),\(^35\),\(^60\),\(^62\),\(^68\)
   - If the patient was in treatment with TCZ as a first line agent, no information is available in order to emit a specific recommendation, although cumulative experience with biologics does not suggest that a different pattern than that seen with other anti-TNF will be observed (LE, 5; DR, D).

The simultaneous administration of biologics mentioned in this document is contra-indicated (LE, 5; DR, D; DA, 88.5%). Combination of biologics in RA has shown an increase in the risk for infection without a clear clinical advantage, making their combination currently contra-indicated.

The following are acceptable options in patients who have achieved remission (LE, 5; DR, D; DA, 89.2%):

- Maintain treatment with biologics.
- Attempt to reduce the dose, prolong the administration interval or even suspend the biologic agent.

Any modification to therapy in a patient in remission requires that this clinical situation is maintained, although the timeline is yet to be defined. Reducing or suspending steroids before modifying the dose of biologics is recommended. Reducing the dose of the concomitant
## Actions and monitoring of biological therapies in patients with rheumatoid arthritis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Before treatment</th>
<th>During treatment</th>
<th>Discontinuation of treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Anti-TNFα:** adalimumab, etanercept, infliximab | 1) Clinical aspects:  
- Discard: active infection (including TB), cancer, heart failure, cytopenia, demyelinating disease, significant comorbidity  
- Discard recent contact with TB patients  
- Discourage pregnancy  
2) Investigations:  
- CBC  
- Bookmarks HBV, HCV serology  
- Chest radiograph  
- Mantoux and booster  
3) Other actions:  
- Pneumococcal vaccine and influenza vaccination  
- Assess the HBV vaccine  
- Avoid vaccinations with live attenuated or germs | 1) Clinical aspects:  
- Emergence of infections (including TB), severe cytopenia, demyelinating optic neuritis, cancer  
- Onset or worsening heart failure  
2) Investigations:  
- Complete blood count and general biochemistry (monthly during the first 3 months, then every 3-4 months)  
3) Other actions:  
- Depending on the patient’s progress | - Appearance of cancer, or demyelinating optic neuritis, severe cytopenia or other serious events related to drug  
- Temporary suspension if infection or major elective surgery in perioperative period  
- Assess whether pregnant or breastfeeding |
| **Anakinra** | 1) Clinical aspects:  
- Discard: active infection (including TB), cancer, heart failure, cytopenia, demyelinating disease, significant comorbidity  
- Discard recent contact with TB patients  
- Discourage pregnancy  
2) Investigations:  
- CBC  
- Serology HBV, HCV  
- Chest radiograph  
- Mantoux and booster  
3) Other actions:  
- Pneumococcal vaccine and influenza vaccination  
- Assess the HBV vaccine  
- Avoid vaccinations with live attenuated or germs | 1) Clinical aspects:  
- Emergence of infections (including tuberculosis), heart failure, severe cytopenia, demyelinating optic neuritis, cancer  
2) Investigations:  
- Blood count and general biochemistry (monthly during the first 3 months, then every 3-4 months)  
3) Other actions:  
- Depending on the patient’s progress | - Appearance of cancer, or demyelinating optic neuritis, severe cytopenia or other serious events related to drug  
- Temporary suspension if infection or major elective surgery in perioperative period  
- Assess whether pregnant or breastfeeding |
| **Abatacept** | 1) Clinical aspects:  
- Discard: active infection (including TB), cancer, heart failure, cytopenia, demyelinating disease, significant comorbidity  
- Discard recent contact with TB patients  
- Discourage pregnancy | 1) Clinical aspects:  
- Emergence of infections (including tuberculosis), heart failure, severe cytopenia, demyelinating optic neuritis, cancer  
- Onset or worsening of respiratory function in COPD patients after | - Appearance of cancer, or demyelinating optic neuritis, severe cytopenia or other serious events related to drug  
- Temporary suspension if infection or major elective surgery in perioperative period  
- Assess whether pregnant or breastfeeding |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Rituximab</strong></th>
<th><strong>Tocilizumab</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1) Clinical aspects:</strong>&lt;br&gt;– Discard: active infection (including TB), cancer, heart failure, cytopenia, demyelinating disease, significant comorbidity&lt;br&gt;– Discard recent contact with TB patients&lt;br&gt;– Discourage pregnancy&lt;br&gt;<strong>2) Investigations:</strong>&lt;br&gt;– CBC&lt;br&gt;– Serology HBV, HCV&lt;br&gt;– Concentration of immunoglobulins&lt;br&gt;– Chest radiograph&lt;br&gt;– Mantoux and booster&lt;br&gt;<strong>3) Other actions:</strong>&lt;br&gt;– Pneumococcal vaccine and influenza vaccination&lt;br&gt;– Assess the HBV vaccine&lt;br&gt;– Avoid vaccinations with live attenuated or germs&lt;br&gt;<strong>1) Clinical aspects:</strong>&lt;br&gt;– Appearance of cancer, or demyelinating optic neuritis, or major surgery&lt;br&gt;– Discard recent contact with TB patients&lt;br&gt;– Assess whether pregnant or breastfeeding&lt;br&gt;<strong>2) Investigations:</strong>&lt;br&gt;– CBC and general biochemical lipid profile (monthly during the first 3 months, then every 3-4 months)&lt;br&gt;<strong>3) Other actions:</strong>&lt;br&gt;– Depending on the patient’s progress&lt;br&gt;<strong>1) Clinical aspects:</strong>&lt;br&gt;– Emergence of infections (including tuberculosis), heart failure, severe cytopenia, demyelinating optic neuritis, cancer&lt;br&gt;<strong>2) Investigations:</strong>&lt;br&gt;– CBC and general biochemical lipid profile (monthly during the first 3 months, then every 3-4 months)&lt;br&gt;<strong>3) Other actions:</strong>&lt;br&gt;– According to patient progression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CBC indicates complete blood count; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; HBV, hepatitis B virus; HCV, hepatitis C virus; TB, tuberculosis.
DMARD is not suggested before the reduction in the dose of biologic, except in cases of DMARD toxicity.

Once all treatment options with biologic agents have been explored and the therapeutic objective has not been achieved, but if both the patient and the physician observe an improvement over 20% in global disease assessment, the panel recommends that treatment with the biologic chosen for the patient should be maintained.

Prior evaluation and vigilance of the patient with biologic therapy

The fact that biologic drugs have been employed mostly in RA patients with moderate to severe disease, who by themselves have a greater risk than the general population for infections, lymphomas, and cardiovascular disease must be taken into account.

On the other hand, the panel considers that treatment of this disease must be undertaken by physicians who have experience with the use of biologics and are accustomed to the management of chronic inflammatory diseases of an autoimmune nature and drugs such as those exposed in this document. Whenever biologic therapy is indicated for the treatment of RA, the patient must be instructed on the appearance of red-flag symptoms that must be detected as a possible sign of drug safety issues. A strict follow-up of the course of treatment, in collaboration and communication with the primary care physician must be carried out. It is recommended that the official insert for all of the agents described in this document be reviewed and applying their recommendations before proceeding to the clinical use of the drug is recommended.

Table 3 shows the evaluation that is recommended before starting treatment, as well as the vigilance that must be carried out during follow-up. Although the security profile is not exactly the same in the different options of biologic therapy, currently available information led the panel to consider that the following recommendations are applicable to all of the patients about to start biologic treatment.

When a patient is about to begin with biologic therapy for RA, the possible existence of infections, cancer, heart failure, cytopenia, demyelinating disease or any other form of relevant comorbidity or contraindication for start of treatment must be taken into account (LE, 2b; DR, B; DA, 99.2%).

A Spanish registry of adverse events related to biologic therapy (BIOBADASER) has found a greater incidence of infections in patients with RA receiving anti-TNF expression; similar data has been published in this regard. This increase is related with certain comorbidities: diabetes mellitus, high dose steroids and the comitant use of other immunosuppressants. Infections are normally localized to the upper and lower respiratory tract, the skin and genitourinary tract. They are usually due to Staphylococcus aureus and gram-negative germs. Likewise, a greater frequency of herpes zoster of higher zoster has been described, and cases of opportunistic infections such as herpetic, disseminated aspergillosis and other uncommon infections in Spain, such as hystoplasmosis and coccidioidomycosis, have been reported although their incidence has been low. With the rest of the biologic agents, a greater incidence of infections has also been reported.

An active, systemic or localized infection constitutes a contraindication for the start of biological therapy (LE, 4; DR, C; DA, 94.6%).

Therefore, the use of anti-TNF agents or other biologics is not recommended in patients with a history of repeat infection or sepsis. Treatment should also not be undertaken with these drugs if there is an active, systemic or localized infection. In this sense, a history of an infected joint prosthesis forces the performance, before the start of therapy with biologics, of an adequate therapeutic strategy (surgery consisting in radical elimination of infection and, if indicated, prosthetic replacement). Very special attention must be paid to the possible development of infections during treatment. If this situation arose, an early diagnosis and treatment are fundamental, as well as the temporary suppression of biologic therapy. Faced with an increase in immigrant population and in relation to their geographical origin, it is necessary to evaluate patients for reactivations of formerly unusual infections in our country. Once the infection has been resolved, biologic therapy can be restarted.

A greater incidence of tuberculosis (TB) has been seen in patients with RA who received anti-TNF, especially with monoclonal antibodies. In most cases, TB appeared after 3 months of treatment, indicating a reactivation of latent TB, and presenting an infrequent pattern (extrapulmonary, disseminated TB).

The panel considers an obligation to exclude TB in all patients who are about to start biologic therapy or have had recent contact with a TB patient, as well as investigating the possibility of latent TB. Therefore it has been proposed that history of TB infection or recent contacts be documented and a chest x-ray be performed in order to rule out active TB or radiographic signs suggestive of a past infection, as well as a tuberculin test (PPD), repeated after one to two weeks if < 5 mm (LE, 2b; DR, B; DA, 100%).

This test has been associated to a reduced risk of latent TB reactivation. PPD or booster positive patients is considered if an RA patient has an induration ≥ 5 mm, after 72 h. Because it is impossible to know whether individuals who have been vaccinated with the Calmette-Guerin bacillus have a positive PPD due to the vaccinc or latent TB infection, the same recommendations as those employed for non-vaccinated individuals must be followed. It is also important to instruct patients on the risks associated with the exposure to patients with active TB.

Treatment for latent TB infection should be installed before the start of biologic therapy under the following circumstances: 1) recent contact with a patient with documented TB; 2) a history of partially treated TB; 3) positive PPD or booster, and 4) residual lesions seen on the chest x-ray. The choice treatment for latent TB is isoniazide (5 mg/kg/day up to a maximum 300 mg daily) with vitamin B6 supplements, for 9 months (LE, 2b; DR, B; DA, 98.4%).

In case the patient is intolerant to isoniazide, rifampin is recommended at a dose of 10 mg/kg/day (maximum, 600 mg a day) for 4 months. The effectiveness of these norms to prevent the reactivation of latent TB has been demonstrated in Spain by the important reduction seen in new cases of TB as documented by BIOBADASER.

If the patient has recently received an adequate treatment for latent or active TB, it is unnecessary to perform prophylaxis or Mantoux (LE, 5; DR, D; DA, 93.8%). However, an exhaustive follow up is also recommended for these patients.

HBV and HCV serology is recommended in candidates for biologic therapy (LE, 4; DR, C; DA, 95.3%).

There have been described cases of HBV reactivation of infection in patients taking anti-TNF which have led to liver failure; many of them in patients with no prior liver anomalies. With respect to HCV, it is unclear whether anti-TNF leads to deterioration of liver function or an increase in viral load, and improvement in some functional scores has even been described. However, it is recommended that an exhaustive follow up is performed in patients with RA and active HCV infection if biologics are started. In relation to the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), there are series of cases in which biologics have also been effective, but an increase in the number of infections is also seen. Therefore we suggest individualizing each case and evaluating risk/benefit.

The following vaccines are recommended for patients to be treated with biologics: anti-pneumococcal and the flu vaccine (LE, 3b; DR, B; DA, 95.3%).
HBV vaccination is also recommended in patients who are to be subjected to biologic therapy (LE, 3b; DR, B; DA, 83.8%). In reference to vaccines, different publications have manifested a good humoral response in the case of anti-TNF for the influenza virus and pneumococcus, but data is currently contradicting in the case of RTX.

In any case, these vaccines are considered poorly effective if the patient is severely immunocompromised. Once biologics are started, live vaccines should be avoided.

Special attention must be paid to the development of infections during treatment. In this situation, early diagnosis and treatment, as well as temporal interruption of biologic therapy, are fundamental. Once the infection has resolved, biologic therapy can be restarted (LE, 5; DR, D; DA, 96.9%).

In RA patients receiving biologics who are to be subjected to surgery, the temporary interruption of therapy is recommended (LE, 4; DR, C; DA, 91.5%).

Although there is no conclusive evidence, the panel recommends temporarily suspending biologic therapy when RA patients are to be subjected to major elective surgery, in order to reduce the risk of infection. In spite of the lack of universal agreement on the moment in which therapy is to be interrupted, it is convenient to keep the drug’s half times in mind (or the duration of the immunosuppressive effect) to decide a concrete timeline for interruption. After surgery, the panel considers that, if there are no contraindications or complications, biologic therapy can be re instituted after 10–14 days.

If the patient has a history of cancer, its biology and behavior must be evaluated and the possibility of a relapse must be discussed with the oncologist and the patient. If the patient contracts cancer while under treatment with a biologic, suspension is recommended (LE, 4; DR, C; DA, 90%).

With respect to the appearance of tumors in patients treated with anti-TNF, there is no evidence of an increased risk of solid tumors over what is expected in an RA patients and a high degree of disease activity. In any case, special attention must be given to the detection of malignant neoplasms in subjects with RA receiving biologics. Among other situations, a clinical suspicion will be established when a discrepancy is detected between the joint counts and the serum concentration of acute phase reactants, the leukocyte count or the hemoglobin concentration.

There is discordant data on lymphoproliferative diseases, and while this question remains unclear, the use of anti-TNFα in patients with RA and a history of lymphoproliferative disease is not recommended.

Special care must be taken with anti-TNF in patients with moderate to severe heart failure because it may be aggravated (LE, 2b; DR, B; DA, 94.6%). Although current data does not always agree, patients with mild heart failure must be monitored and treatment suspended if worsening of the heart condition occurs. It is not recommended either for patients with underlying interstitial lung disease due to the risk (underdocumented) of worsening and death.

Anti-TNF (and TCZ) should be suspended if a demyelinating process is suspected or optic neuritis develops, and their use is discouraged in persons with a clear history of these diseases (LE, 5; DR, D; DA, 96.9%).

Anti-TNF has been related to the appearance of optic neuritis, multiple sclerosis and demyelinating processes. Faced with a case of any of these problems, treatment should be suspended and avoided if there is any history of one of these processes. Before prescribing an anti-TNF to patients in whom an increased risk of demyelinating disease has been contemplated, a careful evaluation of the risk-benefit ratio of the indication is indicated. The technical insert of TCZ recommends being on the lookout for possible demyelinating effects.

Biologic therapy for RA treatment is not recommended if the patient has severe cytopenia. If this appears during treatment, suspension is recommended and the search for other possible causes should be undertaken before attributing it to biologic drugs (LE, 4; DR, C; DA, 87.6%).

Rare cases of leucopenia, thrombocytopenia and aplastic anemia have been reported in patients treated with biologics.

Pregnancy and lactation should be discouraged. In the case of pregnancy during treatment with biologics, suspending treatment with the biologic agent is recommended after a joint evaluation of risks and benefits (LE, 4; DR, C; DA, 90%).

In general, although there is not enough evidence, patients with RA should be discouraged from receiving biological therapy during pregnancy or when lactating. In the case of pregnancy, biological treatment should be suspended after evaluating with the patient the balance between risks and benefits. On the other hand, it is recommended that patients and their physicians discuss planning pregnancies in relation to the use of biologic drugs.

For a more detailed analysis on aspects regarding vigilance, monitoring and recommendations related with the suspension of treatment due to security motives of each biologic drug (used as indicated, at the moment of writing this consensus, for the treatment of RA in Spain), the panel recommends reviewing Table 3.
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